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An HMM composition method has been reported in [5] to cope with the distant-

talking speech recognition problem in noisy and/or reverberant environments. In 
order to estimate the HMM parameters of the acoustic transfer function of the 
reverberant room, actual impulse responses at different positions of the room have 

to be measured first. It turns out inconvenient and unrealistic to measure the 

impulse responses for every possible testing room. In this report, we study a method 
for estimating the HMM parameters of the acoustic transfer function by using 

a small amount of adaptation data (possibly derived from actual testing data). 

The proposed technique is based on HMM decomposition which can be viewed 

as an inverse process of the HMM composition. We will report some preliminary 

experimental results to show how it works in a simulated distant-talking speech 

recognition scenario using a single omni-directional microphone. 

@ATR Interpreting Telecommunications Research Laboratories 
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1 Introduction 
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Recently, the distant-talking speech recognition in a noisy and/or reverberant environment 
has been becoming increasingly popular due to its potentials in-some applications such as 
hands-free telephony and audio-conferencing. In these applications, the performance of a 

speech recognizer trained on clean and anechoic speech will degrade drastically due to the 

mismatch between the training and testing condition caused by multi-path echoes and/or 
ambient noise interference. 

In [5], an HMM composition method has been reported to cope with the distant-talking 

speech recognition problem in a small but noisy room. The environmental model schemati-

cally shown in Figure 1.1 is adopted for the development of the algorithm. More specifically, 
in [5], the HMM composition framework developed for coping with additive noise in [2, 4] is 

extended to handle both the additive noise and the convolutional distortion caused by room 

reverberation. Apart from a set of clean speech HMMs and a noise HMM, a separate HMM 

is adopted to model the acoustic transfer function of the reverberant room. These three sets 

of HMMs are then composed to create a set of composed-HMMs to recognize the noisy and 

acoustically distorted speech. It was shown that this HMM composition technique can im-
prove somehow the performance for the noisy distant-talking speech recognition. However, 
in [5], in order to estimate the HMM parameters of the acoustic transfer function, actual 

impulse responses at different positions of the experimental room have to be measured first. 

It turns out inconvenient and unrealistic to measure the impulse responses for every possible 

testing room in practice. 
In this report, we study a method for estimating the HMM parameters of the acoustic 

transfer function by using a small amount of adaptation data (possibly derived from actual 

testing data). The proposed technique is based on HMM decomposition which can be viewed 

as an inverse process of the HMM composition. As a first step, we will constrain ourselves 
in this study to the case in which a single omni-directional microphone is used to pick up 
the speech signal and the background noise is negligible. 

The rest of the report is organized as follows. In Section 2, the algorithm to estimate 

the HMM parameters of the acoustic transfer function is described. In Section 3, some 
preliminary experimental results are reported. Finally, we conclude the report in Section 4. 
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Figure 1.1: An environment model for noisy and acoustically distorted speech 
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2 Model Adaptation 

2.1 Speech recognition method based on HMM  composition 

In this subsection, we briefly describe the HMM composition method used in [5] for the 
noisy & distorted speech recognition. The HMM composition method is applicable if two 
stochastic information sources are additive. Suppose a noisy and acoustically distorted 
speech observation is characterized by the following equation 

Ocep(t) = COS―1[ log{ exp(cos(Scep(t) + Hcep(t))) + l\「~(t) }], 

where Ocep(t), Scep(t), Hcep(t) denote the cepstral vectors corresponding to respectively the 
observed signal, the clean speech signal, the acoustic transfer function; and Nw(t) denotes 
the observation of the noise signal in the linear spectral domain. The HMM composition 

is first carried out in cepstral domain to combine Scep(t) and Hcep(t), then the resultant 
models are further combined with that of芯 (t)in linear spectral domain, and finally the 
models are transformed back to the representations in cepstral domain. The number of 
states of the composed HMM is the product of those numbers of individual compositional 

models. The same fact applies to the number of the possible state transitions and the 
number of the mixture components for each state. The state observation probability density 

function (PDF) of the composed HMM can be obtained theoretically by the convolution of 
two compositional PDFs, but in practice some approximation methods have to be used [2]. 

言， 

/，＼ 

2.2 Estimation of acoustic transfer function based on HMM  de-

composition 

The noise HMM parameters can be estimated by using the signals during the noise periods. 

Given (1) model structures of a noise HMM and an acoustic transfer function HMM (for 
simplicity, we call it channel HMM), (2) composed-HMM parameters estimated from some 
adaptation data collected in the testing environment, (3) the noise HMM parameters, the 
composite HMM of the clean speech HMM and the channel HMM can be obtained by model 
decomposition which is an inverse process of the model composition, As a first step, we / 
focus our study here to the case of reverberation distorted speech only. The environmental (, 

model is schematically shown in Figure 2.2. We denote the clean speech HMM as Ms, the 

channel HMM as MH, the composed HMM from Ms and MH as MsH• In our experiments, a 
tied-Gaussian-mixture HMM is used to model each basic speech unit (phone). For simplicity, 
it is also assumed that MH has only one state with a single Gaussian PDF. All the involved 

Gaussian PDFs are assumed to have the diagonal covariance matrices so that all of the 

following discussions are formulated as a one-dimensional problem. Given some adaptation'l 
data, the channel HMM parameters (meanμ-and variance (J) can then be estimated as 
follows: 

1. For each speech unit l with adaptation data, starting from Mり， re-estimate/adapt its 

parameters and denote the resultant model as M翡

A (/) A (1) 
2. Decompose MH from M8H: 

M位=M111 e M11l, 

where 8 denotes the decomposition operation which is an inverse process of the com-

position [5]. 
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3. Compute 

-(I) K 
μj = I: 刈詞'.l
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where 
A(/) A(/) 
杓，k,CJi,k are means and variances of kth mixture component in jth state of lth 

A (1) (I) 
model MH; 入j,k'sare the corresponding mixture coefficients in model M1叫Kis the 
total number of Gaussian PDFs shared by all of the states. 

（／）（／）， 4. μand CJ are obtained respectively as an average of the杓 'sand o-i s over j and l. 
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Figure 2.2: An environment model for acoustically distorted speech 
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3 Experiment 

3.1 Experimental setup 

To examine the viability and the characteristics of the proposed method, a series of com-
parative experiments are conducted. Figure 3.3 shows a top view of the experimental room. 
The sound signal is captured by using a single omni-directional microphone. We measured 4 
impulse responses corresponding to 4 sound source positions by using the method reported 
in [9]. As an example, the impulse response of position pl is shown in Figure 3.4. The 
experimental room has a reverberation time of approximately 180msec. 

Two speech corpora are used for evaluation. One is the A-set of the ATR Japanese 
speech database. Another is the ASJ continuous speech database. The former contains 
word utterances and the latter contains sentence utterances, both spoken by announcers. 
A set of speaker independent (SI) models are trained by using utterances from 64 speakers 
in the ASJ database. Another set of speaker dependent (SD) models are trained by using 
2620 words of one male speaker from the ATR database. These two sets of models are clean 
speech models. For testing, we choose 500 words from the same male speaker but different 
from those words in SD training. The adaptation words are also selected from those 500 
words and consequently are excluded from the real testing set. The related information 

of the adaptation data used in the following experiments are listed in Table 3.1. The test 
and adaptation data are simulated by linear convolution of the clean speech signal and the 
measured impulse responses. 

We choose 54 context independent phones as the basic speech units. Each speech unit is 
modeled by a single left-to-right 5-state tied-mixture HMM with 3 self-transition loops and 
without state skipping. There are in total 256 Gaussian mixture components with diagonal 
covariance matrices shared by all of the models. Each feature vector used in this study 
consists of 16 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). The feature analysis conditions 
are detailed in Table 3.2. A single Gaussian PDF is used to model the acoustic transfer 
function for each position. 
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Figure 3.3: A top view of the experimental room 
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Figure 3.4: Impulse response corresponding to position pl 

Table 3.1: Adaptation data information (file name and content) 

/ 1-word『阿胄芦竺口
, 2-word II MHT~~i,o江Bl 誓□竺B
3-word II MHT10002.LB I MHT11660.LB 

"ai" kozem 
.,, 

4-word 
MHT10002.LB 

"ai,, 

MHT13320.LB 
"tsuyoi" 

MHT13000.LB 
"tateru" 

5-word 
MHT10002.LB 

"ai" 

MHT11250.LB 
"giNmi" 

MHTllOOO.LB 
"gaijiN" 

MHT12000.LB 
"shiki" 

MHT13750.LB 
"nyuuyoku" 

MHT13000.LB 
"tateru" 

MHT14000.LB 
"haN" 

Table 3.2: Feature analysis condition 

I I 

sampling freq. 12kHz 

frame shift 8msec 

window length 32msec 

window type Hamming 

pre-emphasis coef. 0.97 

feature vector 16-order MFCC 

3.2 Recognition of distorted speech 

3.2.1 Results for speaker dependent model 

Table 3.3~3.6 show the testing results (word accuracy in%) at testing positions of pl~p4 by 

using different compensation techniques with SD initials and different amount of adaptation 
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data. Only mean vectors are adapted while other model parameters are fixed. "Model-
MAP" stands for the case of the MAP (maximum a posteriori) adaptation of the model 

parameters [3] without any HMM composition/decomposition involved. "Decom-ML" and 
"Decom-MAP" refer to the cases where the proposed acoustic transfer function estimation 
method is applied and model composition technique is used for recognition. The former 
corresponds to the case in which ML (maximum likelihood) estimate is used in "step 1" of 
the channel HMM parameter estimation procedure described in section 2.2, and the latter 
represents its MAP counterpart. 

Without any compensation, the recognition rate with the initial HMMs (clean speech 
HMMs) is 72.8% at testing position pl. The conventional MAP model adaptation technique 
is not sufficient when only a small amount of adaptation data are available (e.g., with 5 
adaptation words, the performance is improved to 76.2%). By using the proposed tech-
niques (model decomposition for channel parameter estimation and model composition for 

constructing recognition models), with only 2 adaptation words, the performance is raised 
to 81.6% in "Decom-ML" case, but this is still far away from the matched-condition (SD 
HMMs are trained by using the simulated distorted training speech at the testing position) 
performance of 94.6%. In this case, MAP dose not help so much (no big difference between 
"Decom-ML" and "Decom-MAP"). The similar facts as the above are also observed in cases 
corresponding to other three positions of p2, p3 and p4 which have the matched-condition 
recognition rates of 96.6%, 96.8% and 97.2% respectively. 

Due to its heuristic nature of the current formulation, in model decomposition process, 
we can not guarantee to obtain a variance estimation with positive values. Consequently, 
in its present implementation, although we formulate the problem at the "model level", 
i.e., using a single Gaussian to model the acoustic transfer function, we did not apply the 
decomposition/composition to variance parameters. This will make the model composition 
technique degenerate to be equivalent to a simple technique of removing a single cepstral bias 
(i.e., for each testing position, a single bias is estimated) from each frame of the distorted 
speech (in cepstral domain). The proposed technique provides one of the possibilities to 
estimate such a bias vector. It will thus become interesting to compare the performance of 
the proposed technique with that of a simple bias removal technique called cepstral mean 
subtraction (CMS) [l]. Table 3.7 shows this comparison. In CMS-based testing case (labeled 
as "CMS"), the SD recognition models are trained by using CMS-processed clean speech 

data. In "Clean Speech HMM" case, the results are obtained by using the models trained on 

clean speech (without CMS processing). "Decom-ML" corresponds to the case of using the 
proposed method with 2 adaptation words. "Omsec" refers to the case of testing speech being 
clean and anechoic. The experimental results clearly show that the simple CMS technique 

dose not work in reverberation-distorted speech recognition, especially with such a long 
reverberation time as 180msec in this study. On the other hand, the proposed technique is 
able to improve the performance somehow. 
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Table 3.3: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position pl (SD initial) 

I No. of adapt. data II 0-word ¥ 1-word I 2-word I 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗：三□ II 凸 I 三 I~H I !H I三Ii>
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Table 3.4: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position p2 (SD initial) 
I No. of adapt. data II 0-word 11-word I 2-word I 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗三し翠~ II 闘iI 丑iI iH I 五iI 直I iH 

Table 3.5: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position p3 (SD initial) 
I No. of adapt. data II 0-word I 1-word I 2-word I 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗：三巳 II 且 I iH I ff: I丑:I 日~I i>
Table 3.6: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position p4 (SD initial) 

I No. of adapt. data II 0-word I 1-word I 2-word I 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗三□ II□ I m I m I m I ff~I Hj 
Table 3.7: Performance comparison (word accuracy in %) between CMS and the proposed 
method 

reverberation 
180msec 

I/ Omsec / pl I p2 I p3 p4 

Clean Speech HMM 96.6 72.8 76.6 81.2 80.6 

CMS 95.8 73.8 77.2 75.0 77.0 

Decom-MAP N/A 81.6 85.8 87.4 87.2 

3.2.2 Results for speaker independent model 

We repeat all of the experiments in SI initial model case. Table 3.8~3.11 show the testing 
results (word accuracy in %) at testing positions of pl~p4 by using different compensation 
techniques with SI initials and different amount of adaptation data. Most of the observa-
tions are repeated here. But in SI case, overall, "Decom-MAP" achieves a slightly better 
performance than that of "Decom-ML". 
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Table 3.8: Recognition rates (in%) at testing position pl (SI initial) 

I No. of adapt. data II 0-word 11-word I 2-word I 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗三四 II ii:i I 五~I 臼 I 長 I iH I~H 
Table 3.9: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position p2 (SI initial) 

I No. of adapt. data 11 0-word 11-word J 2-word J 3-word I 4-word I 5-word J 

〗：三鸞~ II iH I 隠~I 筐 I !HI□1叫
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Table 3.10: Recognition rates (in%) at testing position p3 (SI initial) 

/ No. of adapt. data I/ 0-word / 1-word j 2-word j 3-word / 4-word / 5-word / 

〗［三臼 II 〗~I 巳~I~~j I H:! I H:i I量
Table 3.11: Recognition rates (in %) at testing position p4 (SI initial) 

I No. of adapt. data II 0-word / 1-word / 2-word / 3-word I 4-word I 5-word I 

〗［三三 II~□ I~ □ 1 臼 I~HI □ 1 已 （＼ 
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4 Conclusion and Discussion 

In this report we investigate a new method to cope with the problem of distant-talking speech 
recognition in reverberant environments. The preliminary experimental results show that 

the proposed method can improve somehow the reverberation-distorted speech recognition 
performance in comparison with that of using a speech recognizer trained on clean and 

anechoic speech. It is also found that the simple CMS technique does not work in this case, 
especially when the reverberation time is relatively long. As a future work, we will examine 

the effects of other channel compensation techniques. One possibility is to adopt the model-
space stochastic matching technique which is more theoretically sound and flexible to include 

multiple biases removal, variance compensation, etc. [8]. Another possibility is to _use the 

so-called signal conditioning techniques [ 6, 7]. ・ 

Distant talking spee,ch recognition is an important research topic with great potential. 
The existing techniques in the literature (of course including the one presented in this report) 
are far from satisfaction. There are many fundamental problems need to be addressed 

and carefully studied. For example, the acoustic impulse response of a room can be far 

greater than the analysis interval of 10-30msec used in most of the current speech recognition 

systems. This suggests the need for feature analysis and model compensation procedures that 

act over much longer intervals than the traditional assumptions of the short-time stationarity 

of the speech signal. When more than one sources of distortion exist, e.g., both additive 

and convolutional distortions, the problem becomes more difficult. Some new theoretical 
frameworks may be required to directly take into account the nonlinear interaction between 

different types of distortions. When the distortion sources are nonstationary, e.g., a moving 
speaker and a nonstationary ambient noise, some adaptive compensation techniques are 

needed. To enhance the efficacy and the effectiveness of the compensation, those techniques 
are mostly wanted to be able to better characterize the distribution of the possible distortion 
types, and use this distribution to choose the appropriate compensation model. We are 

working along these lines of thoughts. 
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